Can Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis Help Us in Managing, Easy and Faster Our Patients' Health Problems?
Bioelectrical impedance principle it is a new way of detecting abnormal cellular response. Wegamed devices use this method to discover in a holistic manner a view of the man in all dimensions, body, emotions and intellect, and correlate’s the treatment with the characteristics of the individual at all these levels. The aim of the study was to see if using alternative medicine methods can we evaluate correct and noninvasive the patients. Material and methods: A retrospective study was conducted to investigate the correlations between the clinical and paraclinically diagnoses and the diagnoses offered by the Wegamed devices. The study includes 440 patients who referred to our clinic between January 2013 and January 2016, who were thoroughly examined through evidence-based medicine methods and then undergo the Test expert plus analyze. Results: This retrospective study showed a concordance for some pathologies and diagnostics. The concordance was 100% for acute or oncological pathologies and for other pathologies, mostly chronic, degenerative; the most important is the doctor, who must interpret and correlate, based on his/her experience. Conclusion: The classical diagnostic methods can provide accuracy, but a personalized treatment requires viewing the man in all dimensions and specific correlations with the characteristics of the individual.